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A B S T R A C T

In this sentence reading study, we used event-related potentials (ERPs) to investigate the processing mechanism
of article-noun gender disagreement in two kinds of nouns in Italian. The first are nouns with syntactic gender (il
trenoM ‘train’; la sediaF ‘chair’) for which the processing and repair of gender disagreement entails only one repair
option, namely for the article (morphosyntactic repair). The second kind are nouns with semantic gender (il
bambinoM ‘boy’, la bambinaF ‘girl’). Here, there are two options for processing and repairing gender mismatch:
repairing the article (morphosyntactic repair) or repairing the noun (both morphosyntactic and semantic repair).
Both classes of nouns elicited the LAN, indicating that gender disagreement is always registered at the mor-
phosyntactic level. In addition, the P600 was elicited in both conditions, but was larger for semantic gender,
reflecting a more complex repair for this class of nouns.

1. Introduction

1.1. Gender cues

Gender processing consists of decoding a number of available lin-
guistic cues while simultaneously integrating them (see Vigliocco &
Franck, 1999; Vigliocco & Hartsuiker, 2005). During sentence com-
prehension, gender can be decoded from two sources: it is either de-
duced from an agreeing element (probe) or from the noun (or pronoun)
itself (goal). The distinction is crucial as only the goal is inherently
(lexically) marked for gender. The value of the goal’s gender feature
gets copied onto the probe in the process called agreement (Bošković,
2011; Pesetsky & Torrego, 2007). Such an agreement relationship is
usually morphologically marked as a gender suffix on the probe.
However, the lexical gender feature on the goal can be represented at
multiple levels as: syntactic information (lemma), morphological in-
formation (gender morpheme) or even semantic information (Vigliocco

& Franck, 1999). The current study investigates how differences in
gender encoding on the noun affect real-time gender processing by
means of event-related potentials (ERPs).

Unlike number and person, syntactic (also called grammatical)
gender does not bring any additional semantic or pragmatic informa-
tion into context.1 In turn, this means that its value (e.g., feminine or
masculine) cannot be deduced from semantics. One reliable strategy to
determine the gender value is to look at the gender inflection on the
probe. Morphological marking is the only gender cue available on an
element which is not lexically marked for gender.

Whereas probes have to be morphologically marked for gender,
nouns may or may not be inflected for gender. For example, the over-
whelming majority of Italian nouns ending in -a and -o are feminine and
masculine, respectively, thus being gender-transparent. Still, almost 1/
3 of all Italian nouns end in -e (Cacciari, 2011; D’Achille & Thornton,
2006, as cited in Caffarra, Siyanova-Chanturia, Pesciarelli, Vespignani,
& Cacciari, 2015) and are, thus, gender-opaque (as an illustration, the
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1 Some research suggests that (syntactic) gender may still be inherently linked to semantics, in the sense that speakers of a gendered language may assign
prototypical gender features to the noun marked for that gender: for example, if sun is masculine and moon feminine, the speaker may attribute the quality of being
powerful to the sun and that of being gentle to the moon (Boroditsky, Schmidt, and Phillips, 2003; see also Clarke et al., 1984; Clarke et al., 1981; Foundalis, 2002;
Konishi, 1993; 1994). However, since this is still a contentious issue outside the scope of the current study, it will not be addressed any further.
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noun carne: ‘meat’ is feminine, while pesce: ‘fish’ is masculine). Going
one step further with morphological decomposition, it is often possible
to interpret gender from a lexical suffix used for word derivation. In a
number of languages, there is a one-to-one correspondence between a
derivational suffix and gender (Hickey, 1999). For example, all Italian
nouns ending in –zione are feminine, despite the final -e being an
opaque gender marker.

Even though morphology can be a salient cue, it is not always en-
ough for gender retrieval, as shown above for Italian. Regardless of any
overt cues, gender information is first and foremost an intrinsic lexical-
syntactic feature stored as a lexical representation at the lemma level
(Levelt, 1989; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999; Vigliocco, Antonini, &
Garrett, 1997; but see Miozzo & Caramazza, 1997 for an alternative
account).

Based on the already presented gender cues, gender decoding (in
word-by-word reading) can be represented using the following scheme
(Fig. 1). In the scheme, the masculine noun treno: ‘train’ is preceded by
the definite masculine article il. The reader first accesses the masculine
gender feature from the probe (article) and retains it for further com-
putation. After that, the goal (noun) becomes available. Since the noun
treno is a transparent noun, two possibly simultaneous processes are
taking place.2 Firstly, the parser is able to access the lemma of the noun
(in which case, reading the stem itself is already sufficient), through
which both lexical semantics and lexical syntax of the noun are avail-
able. At the same time, the gender feature from the gender marker (-o)
is processed as masculine, thereby reaffirming the noun’s gender fea-
ture value. In addition, while gender is being accessed from the lemma
and the gender morpheme, it is also being checked against the gender
value retrieved from the probe. Since all gender features are congruent
(masculine), gender retrieval has been successful and the computation
can continue unhindered.

Finally, there is one more gender cue, available only with a lim-
ited number of nouns. Nouns denoting people, professions, and some
animals have real world referents that have biological sex (e.g., man
and woman). This extra-linguistic feature is often preserved in the
gender system of a language, meaning that if the referent is female in
the real world, the noun denoting it is marked for feminine gender
(Corbett, 1991). This correspondence between biological sex and
lexical gender represents a very reliable cue, with rarely any excep-
tions. Such gender is usually called semantic (or biological) gender.

However, semantic cues are sometimes difficult to disentangle from
morphology. In Italian, nouns marked for semantic gender can be
classified into two groups based on their morphological composition:
opaque and transparent. Opaque nouns (e.g., madre – padre ‘mother –
father’) end in the gender opaque morpheme -e. Moreover, the bio-
logical masculine-feminine pair usually consists of two different
stems (e.g., madr-e – padr-e). In contrast, the gender of transparent
nouns with semantic gender is determined by the gender morpheme
(e.g., bambin-o – bambin-a ‘boy – girl’), and the stem is shared between
the pair members (e.g., bambin-). Since the current study focuses on
the latter type of nouns, we propose a mechanism of (visual) gender
processing for nouns with semantic gender with a shared stem
(henceforth nouns with semantic gender).

In the outlined scheme (Fig. 2), the parser first accesses the gender
feature from the masculine article (il) and retains it for checking
against the goal. Once the goal becomes available, the parser has
immediate access to the entire word-form. Again, we assume that two
simultaneous processes take place. Unlike nouns such as tren-o whose
stem contains fully specified gender and semantic information, the
stem of bambin-o is underspecified both for lexical syntax (gender
value) and semantics (the stem denotes a child without specifying its
biological sex). Therefore, the parser has to revert to decoding gender
information off the gender morpheme (-o), which it uses to specify
both the syntactic and semantic information of the lemma. In this
case, the parser has to completely rely on the noun’s gender mor-
pheme for complete syntactic and semantic specification. However, in
case the noun is preceded by a probe (e.g., gender marked article), the
gender of the goal is assumed to match that of the probe, meaning
that gender specification comes both from the probe and is confirmed
against the gender information from the noun’s morpheme. The
problem arises when the gender information from the probe and from
the gender morpheme do not match. In such instances, there is
competition for specifying the gender value of the lemma (both in
terms of lexical syntax and lexical semantics) from either the probe or
the gender morpheme. This issue will be addressed in more detail at a
later point.

Finally, the last gender cue, which is closely related to semantic
gender, is gender based on stereotypes. In addition to nouns whose
referents’ denotation contains the immutable biological gender
property (e.g., boy and girl), there is a group of nouns for which the
biological gender is assumed based on stereotypes. Such nouns
mainly denote professions, for example, there is a tendency to assume
that the referent of the noun judge is male and is referred to using the
masculine pronoun, whereas a babysitter is expected to be feminine
and, thus, referred to using a feminine pronoun by default. However,
unlike with nouns whose gender information is part of the referent’s
denotation, the gender of nouns based on stereotypes can be altered
with additional contextual information (e.g., We have just found a
babysitter, she is coming later tonight. and We have just found a baby-
sitter, his name is John. He is coming later tonight.). Previous studies
have shown that participants indeed assign gender values based on
stereotypes, and that this happens regardless of whether it is in short
distance agreement, such as article-noun agreement (Molinaro, Su, &
Carreiras, 2016), or long distance agreement, such as noun-reflexive
pronoun agreement (Canal, Garnham, & Oakhill, 2015; Osterhout,
Bersick, & McLaughlin, 1997).

The current study revolves around how gender is processed in the
case of nouns denoting semantic gender (which is not based on ste-
reotypes) by varying the gender morpheme (e.g., bambin-o – ‘boy’,
bambin-a – ‘girl’). As explained above, visual gender processing in these
nouns is a complex process which relies on interpreting gender cues
coming from different sources. Most importantly, gender assignment in
these nouns does not only affect the noun’s lexical syntax (gender
feature value), but also determines the noun’s lexical semantics. Since
this issue is at the interface of morphosyntactic and semantic proces-
sing, ERPs seem to be the best method to tackle it.

Fig. 1. A scheme of the assumed mechanism of visual syntactic gender pro-
cessing.

2 We assume these two processes to be simultaneous in the sense that the
visual information is probably available at the same time for both the stem and
the gender marker. We do not make any claims regarding whether morpholo-
gical decomposition and lemma access happen simultaneously or in any other
order, as it is not immediately pertinent to the issue at hand. More information
on the role of the form and lemma, as well as their interaction in gender re-
trieval, can be found in the dual-route model (comprehension) by Gollan and
Frost (2001), and in the two-layer model (production) by Cubelli, Lotto,
Paolieri, Girelli, and Job (2005).
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1.2. ERP gender agreement studies

Like a vast majority of ERP studies in the field of agreement pro-
cessing (e.g., Friederici, Steinhauer, & Frisch, 1999; Hagoort, Brown, &
Groothusen, 1993; Kutas & Hillyard, 1980; Osterhout & Nicol, 1999),
the current one also employs a widely used violation paradigm,
whereby instances of grammatical and ungrammatical usage of gender
are compared. Such a comparison yields well-documented ERP com-
ponents, namely N400 (Deutsch & Bentin, 2001; Molinaro et al., 2016;
Schmitt, Lamers, & Münte, 2002), left anterior negativity (LAN; Barber
& Carreiras, 2005; Barber, Salillas, & Carreiras, 2004; Caffarra et al.,
2015; Gunter, Friederici, & Schriefers, 2000; Molinaro, Vespignani, &
Job, 2008), and the P600 (Barber & Carreiras, 2005; Barber et al., 2004;
Caffarra et al., 2015; Deutsch & Bentin, 2001; Gunter et al., 2000;
Molinaro et al., 2008; Popov & Bastiaanse, 2018; Schmitt et al., 2002;
Wicha, Moreno, & Kutas, 2004), which are believed to reflect under-
lying language-related processes. In addition to investigating the me-
chanism underlying gender (dis)agreement processing, the study also
focuses on the repair processes believed to be reflected in the P600
component (e.g., Friederici, 1995, 2002; Friederici & Jacobsen, 1999;
Friederici & Meyer, 2004; Kaan, Harris, Gibson, & Holcomb, 2000;
Molinaro, Barber, & Carreiras, 2011; Popov & Bastiaanse, 2018). The
study investigates in depth whether nouns with semantic gender are
repaired in a different way than nouns with syntactic gender.

In order to process gender, the parser has to apply a number of
operations. To reiterate, the source of the gender information is the
noun. Gender is part of the lexical syntactic information (lemma) of that
noun. In case of disagreement, such as gender mismatch, most studies
report a biphasic pattern of the LAN and P600 (e.g., Barber & Carreiras,
2005; Barber et al., 2004; Gunter et al., 2000; Molinaro et al., 2008).
This is the expected outcome, considering that both the LAN and P600
are usually elicited in response to syntactic manipulations (e.g.,
Caffarra, Mendoza, & Davidson, 2019; Kaan et al., 2000; Molinaro
et al., 2011; for an alternative view of P600, see Brouwer, Fitz, & Hoeks,
2012; Sassenhagen, Schlesewsky, & Bornkessel-Schlesewsky, 2014).
Since gender processing consists of either morphological or lexical
syntax decoding, it is safe to label gender processing as a syntactic
process (Hagoort & Brown, 1999).

The presence of the LAN is understood to indicate anomaly detec-
tion during morphosyntactic processing (e.g., Friederici, 2002;
Molinaro, Barber, Caffarra, & Carreiras, 2014). That is, the LAN arises
as an automatic response to an agreement mismatch, typically
300–500 ms post-stimulus onset. It is followed by a centro-parietal
positive shift (P600), from 500 ms on. The P600 is assumed to represent
integration difficulty in the form of repair and reanalysis (Friederici,
1995, 2002; Friederici & Jacobsen, 1999; Friederici & Meyer, 2004;
Kaan, Harris, Gibson, & Holcomb, 2000; Molinaro, Barber, & Carreiras,
2011). This is the stage at which the parser tries to repair the syntactic
incongruity and integrate it with the rest of the discourse at the struc-
tural level. Unlike the LAN and P600, the semantically-related N400

(centro-posterior distribution, peaking 300–500 ms post-stimulus
onset) has rarely been reported in disagreement studies.

Since the current study mostly focuses on the LAN and P600, we
would like to address several issues regarding the status and inter-
pretation of these components. When it comes to the LAN, the problem
is its unreliable elicitation in (dis)agreement studies. Unlike the P600,
which is almost unanimously reported, the LAN seems to be somewhat
more volatile (for a review, see Molinaro et al., 2011). For example, in
an almost identical paradigm measuring determiner-noun gender
agreement in Spanish, Barber and Carreiras (2005) reported the LAN
followed by the P600, whereas Wicha et al. (2004) reported only the
P600. In addition, studies on gender agreement in Italian (e.g., Caffarra
et al., 2015; Molinaro et al., 2008) almost always confirm the presence
of the LAN, whereas the effect seems to be absent in Dutch (Hagoort &
Brown, 1999). The underlying cause may be language specific, that is, it
may depend on the way a language encodes the gender feature
(Friederici & Weissenborn, 2007). The large majority of Italian nouns
end in a gender marking suffix, whereas Dutch nouns are gender
opaque, unless they contain a gender specific derivational suffix.
Hagoort and Brown (1999) suggested that the LAN is sensitive only to
phonologically overt inflectional morphology, which explains the dif-
ference between Dutch and Italian. However, such an explanation
cannot account for both the absence of the LAN in Spanish as reported
by Wicha et al. (2004) and its presence as reported by Barber and
Carreiras (2005) or the presence of the LAN in gender disagreement
with both regular (transparent) and irregular (opaque) nouns (Caffarra
& Barber, 2015; Caffarra et al., 2015; for word pair reading, see
Caffarra, Janssen, & Barber, 2014).

Furthermore, the status of the LAN as a component in its own right
has also been questioned. Several studies have suggested that the LAN
may actually be an artefact, obtained through averaging multiple trials
across multiple participants who respond to morphosyntactic violations
either with a negative or a positive effect in the LAN time window
(Osterhout, McLaughlin, Kim, Greenwald, & Inoue, 2004; Tanner & Van
Hell, 2014). However, other studies have disputed this claim and pro-
vided evidence that the LAN is an independent component which re-
flects the cost of morphosyntactic processing (Caffarra et al., 2019;
Molinaro, Barber, Caffarra, & Carreiras, 2014).

The P600, as already mentioned, is rather consistently reported in
agreement studies, and it is understood as reflecting (structural) repair
and reanalysis (Molinaro et al., 2011). However, the P600 component
has also been shown to be more domain general, and not only related to
repair and reanalysis as a result of syntactic manipulation. Rather, the
P600 has been reported in studies on irony processing (e.g., Regel,
Gunter, & Friederici, 2011; Weissman & Tanner, 2018) or in studies on
the ‘semantic illusion effect’ (Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky,
2008; Kim & Osterhout, 2005; Brouwer et al., 2012) in which se-
mantically anomalous sentences elicited the P600 instead of the ex-
pected N400. Since the focus of this study is on agreement processing,
we will from this point on focus only on the role of the P600 in repair
and reanalysis.

1.3. Gender cues in ERP agreement studies

Due to some variability in ERP findings on gender processing (e.g.,
presence or absence of the LAN), researchers started exploring how
different gender cues affect gender processing. The most obvious ex-
ample is the contrast between gender-transparent and gender-opaque
nouns. As the former are always marked with a gender suffix, gender
retrieval from the lemma is practically redundant. However, in the case
of nouns with opaque gender, the only way to access the gender feature
is through the lemma. Caffarra et al. (2015) compared the processing of
gender transparent and gender opaque nouns in Italian. As mentioned,
nouns ending in -o and -a are masculine and feminine, respectively,
with very few exceptions. This means that simple morphological de-
composition is enough for successful gender retrieval. Still, there are a

Fig. 2. A scheme of the assumed mechanism of visual semantic gender pro-
cessing.
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few Italian nouns whose gender does not correspond to the suffix (e.g.,
la manoF ‘the hand’). For such gender opaque nouns the only way to
retrieve gender is from the lemma. The study showed no difference in
processing transparent and opaque gender in a gender mismatch con-
dition, with each condition eliciting identical LAN and P600 effects.
However, when only grammatical instances were compared, a differ-
ence in the waveform between transparent and opaque gender was
observed. Consequently, it is possible that the LAN and P600 are at-
tuned to certain processes, such as morphosyntactic violation detection
and repair, without reflecting the fine-grained difference between
morphological and lemma gender mismatch.

One of the questions addressed in the current study is what happens
when a semantic component interacts with syntactic processes.
Measuring effects in semantic gender processing should provide an
answer. As mentioned, nouns with semantic gender have real-world
referents whose biological sex corresponds to their language gender.
Therefore, it should be theoretically possible to draw on the semantic
information in order to infer the noun’s gender. In a behavioural pro-
duction study, Vigliocco and Franck (1999) and Vigliocco and Zilli
(1999) demonstrated that nouns with semantic gender cause both non-
brain-damaged participants and people with aphasia to produce fewer
errors. Therefore, the authors proposed a dual-route model for nouns
with semantic gender, according to which the gender feature can be
retrieved both from the lemma and semantic information. For all other
nouns, the only route is through the lemma. Even though this model is
based on oral production, the idea of an additional semantic route has
been applied in a number of ERP comprehension studies on semantic
gender (Barber et al., 2004; Deutsch & Bentin, 2001; Hammer, Jansma,
Lamers, & Münte, 2005; Osterhout et al., 1997). Since the N400 is
usually related to semantic processing and is taken to indicate difficulty
integrating information in a wider semantic and discourse context
(Kutas & Federmeier, 2011), the expectation in these studies was that
the N400 would reflect the activation of semantic information in se-
mantic gender access.

The results of these studies on semantic gender are not clear-cut.
Deutsch and Bentin (2001) studied subject-verb agreement in Hebrew,
a language in which the subject and verb agree in gender. In their de-
sign, in which the subject was either animate or inanimate, the verb
followed the subject and was the target word. They reported the N400
only for disagreement with animate stimuli, whereas gender violation
with inanimate nouns elicited the P600. The presence of the N400 was
interpreted as a hallmark of semantic processing, as it was present only
with animate nouns. In another subject-predicate agreement processing
study, Barber et al. (2004) manipulated the gender type of the subject
in Spanish. Based on the results from Deutsch and Bentin (2001) study,
Barber et al. (2004) expected to observe the LAN and P600 for nouns
with syntactic gender, and the N400 for nouns with semantic gender.
Interestingly, both conditions elicited identical effects: the LAN and
P600. However, it is worth pointing out that the LAN effect was sta-
tistically weakly supported in the left lateral regions, as the overall
lateral analysis did not yield an interaction between agreement and
electrode site. The presence of the LAN was established by running
post-hoc tests, despite the lack of an interaction, for each lateral elec-
trode, which revealed an agreement effect in the left anterior and left
central electrodes. This finding, taken together with the statistically
significant agreement effect in the midline anterior sites, was inter-
preted as the LAN effect. Therefore, according to the authors, gender
processing in general is a syntactic process. The N400 is obtained for
outright semantic violations: something that semantic gender violation
is not. The different results, as compared to Deutsch and Bentin (2001)
study, were explained by a typological distance between Hebrew and
Spanish.

Similarly, two studies on pronoun reference processing reported
contradictory results regarding the role of semantic gender. Schmitt
et al. (2002) manipulated the pronoun’s antecedent in German. The
antecedent was an animate referent marked for semantic gender (e.g.,

der BubM ‘the boy’) in the first condition, and a diminutive version of
the nouns in the second. In German, diminutives are derived through
suffixation, during which all nouns are assigned neuter gender re-
gardless of the noun’s semantic information (e.g., dasN BübchenN ‘the
little boy’). In the violated non-diminutive condition, both the N400
and P600 were reported, whereas only the P600 was attested in the
violated diminutive condition. The authors concluded that establishing
pronoun reference is a syntactic process eliciting the P600 in both
conditions. In addition, if the antecedent noun is marked for semantic
gender, semantic processes are also activated, which is reflected in the
presence of the N400. These findings were challenged by a different
pronoun study in German in which no effect of semantic gender was
detected, and both antecedents with grammatical and semantic gender
elicited the P600 (Hammer et al., 2005). There was no N400 associated
with the semantic gender condition.

Finally, ERP studies have also addressed the role of stereotypical
gender (e.g., a nurse is stereotypically referred to using feminine
gender) in gender (dis)agreement processing. Molinaro et al. (2016)
investigated the processing of stereotypical gender in article-noun
gender (dis)agreement in Spanish. They showed that agreement mis-
match based on stereotypes (e.g., lasF minerasF the (women) miners)
elicits the N400 on the noun. However, the syntactic disagreement
condition (lasF minerosM theF minersM) in this study also elicited the
N400, possibly due to the paradigm setup. Whereas the experiment
provides evidence that stereotypical gender (i.e., semantic knowledge
of the referent’s gender) can override syntax, the study is somewhat
weakened by the presence of the N400 in the syntactic disagreement
condition which was expected to elicit the P600. In addition, Canal
et al. (2015) and Osterhout et al. (1997) looked into the processing of
reflexive pronouns with nouns marked for stereotypical gender (e.g., an
engineer… himself/herself). Both studies elicited the P600, with Canal
et al. (2015) also reporting the Nref. Their interpretation is that the
violation of stereotypical gender by a gender mismatching reflexive is
processed as an agreement violation. Even though it is plausible to see
such violations as violating the noun’s semantics, it is important to note
that the effect is measured on the pronoun, whereas the establishing of
the gender stereotype from our world knowledge takes place at the
level of the noun. Furthermore, co-reference establishing between the
noun and the reflexive requires a formal feature evaluation, which is a
syntactic process that either excludes any semantics from the noun or
overrides it (see Osterhout et al., 1997; Van Berkum, Koornneef, Otten,
& Nieuwland, 2007). This is another reason why it is important to
measure the gender (dis)agreement effect at the source of the gender
information (i.e., the noun) if we are interested in whether semantics
plays a role in agreement.

1.4. P600 as a marker of repair and reanalysis

As already mentioned, most ERP agreement studies employ the
violation paradigm to study the underlying agreement mechanism or
the retrieval of a lexical syntactic feature such as gender. One of the
consequences of such a paradigm is that the parser will try to repair the
syntactically incongruent structure. According to previous studies
(Friederici, 1995, 2002; Friederici & Jacobsen, 1999; Friederici &
Meyer, 2004; Kaan, Harris, Gibson, & Holcomb, 2000; Molinaro,
Barber, & Carreiras, 2011; Popov & Bastiaanse, 2018), the repair (and
reanalysis) processes take place in the late syntactic stage (P600).
Moreover, Hagoort and Brown (2000) suggest that the P600 consists of
two distinct stages, an early stage in which integration processes take
place (usually 500–700 ms post-stimulus onset), and a late stage in
which repair and reanalysis take place (700–900 ms post-stimulus
onset).

In line with this distinction, Gunter et al. (2000) claim that semantic
processes can modulate late syntactic processing. This is compatible
with Friederici (2002) model of auditory sentence comprehension in
which syntactic and semantic processes are held separate until 500 ms,
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after which they interact. This means that semantic processing can be
reflected in the P600 component, in addition to the N400, especially
when there is an interaction with syntax.

Popov and Bastiaanse (2018) showed that the complexity of repair
can modulate the amplitude of the P600, with more complex repair
processes eliciting a P600 of greater amplitude. In their study, instances
of gender and number disagreement were compared, with number
disagreement exhibiting a more complex repair operation (two repair
options as opposed to a single option for gender disagreement). The
amplitude of the P600 was larger for number disagreement than for
gender disagreement. Since an increase in effect’s amplitude indicates a
larger processing load for that condition (Otten & Rugg, 2005), the
result was taken to indicate that the repair process was more complex in
number than in gender. Furthermore, the difference was found in the
late time window (800–1000 ms), which is in line with Hagoort and
Brown’s (2000) claim.

Still, it is worth noting that not all studies on gender and number
agreement found the same pattern. Barber and Carreiras (2005) re-
ported a larger P600 effect for gender disagreement than number dis-
agreement in Spanish article-noun pairs. The difference between the
two studies may stem from a different way the gender feature is en-
coded in Dutch (mostly opaque) and Spanish (moastly transparent) or
from methodological differences (e.g., different time windows for the
statistical analysis).

1.5. Repair mechanism for article-noun disagreement in nouns with
syntactic and semantic gender

In the current study, we employed the violation paradigm in the
form of article-noun gender disagreement to two groups of nouns in
Italian: nouns with syntactic and nouns with semantic gender. As we
explained earlier in the introduction, accessing the gender feature in
these nouns works in a different way in the visual modality. In nouns
with syntactic gender, the gender feature is available both from the
noun’s gender morpheme and the stem (through the lemma). Also, the
value of the gender feature (masculine or feminine) does not affect the
noun’s lexical semantics, at least not to the extent it does in nouns with
semantic gender (but see Boroditsky, Schmidt, and Phillips, 2003;
Clarke, Losoff, McCracken, & Rood, 1984; Clarke, Losoff, McCracken, &
Still, 1981; Foundalis, 2002; Konishi, 1993; 1994). The situation with
nouns with semantic gender is more complex, as their stem is under-
specified both syntactically and semantically. Consequently, the gender
feature must be retrieved from the suffix, which will evaluate the
noun’s gender feature as masculine and feminine, and specify the ani-
mate referent as either male or female. Due to these differences, we
propose that the repair mechanism in these two groups of nouns works
differently, which will be reflected in electrophysiological responses.

In case of an article-noun string with a syntactic gender mismatch,
we expect the parser to have only one straightforward option for re-
pairing the violation (Fig. 3). If the incongruous feminine article la
precedes the masculine noun tren-o (‘train’), both the stem (lemma) and
the suffix establish that the noun is masculine. Therefore, the repair
process can go only one way, which is repairing the offending feminine
article la into the correct masculine article il.

The repair process for nouns with semantic gender is more complex
as there are more repair options. In the Fig. 4, the article used is fem-
inine la followed by a masculine noun bambin-o (‘boy’). The stem
bambin- is underspecified for gender and semantics, as it needs the
gender value to specify the referent’s biological sex (the semantics of
the stem is that of a child, and the gender morpheme determines
whether it is male or female). In case of a mismatch between the article
and the gender morpheme, the parser has two options. It may take the

gender value of the noun’s suffix to be correct (-o masculine), and thus
repair the feminine article (la) into the masculine article (il). Or, it may
assume that the article’s gender value is correct and that the noun suffix
needs to be repaired (from bambino-o ‘boy’ to bambin-a ‘girl’). Both
options are equally plausible, as no context at this point induces a
preferred interpretation.

It follows from the repair mechanisms given above that nouns with
syntactic gender have a single repair possibility, whereas for nouns with
semantic gender there is a double repair option, making them more
complex to repair. In addition to the sheer number of options, the un-
derlying repair mechanism operates at different levels for the two
groups of nouns. Nouns with syntactic gender are repaired at the
morphosyntactic level, as it only involves gender retrieval from the
lemma and morphology. However, for nouns with semantic gender,
both the same morphosyntactic process and a lexical semantic process
are involved. Namely, any gender mismatch in these nouns creates a
semantic incongruity, as the specification of the referent’s sex (lexical
semantics) depends on the gender value (lexical syntax). Therefore,
when a mismatching gender feature from the article is checked against
the noun, a mismatch is created both at the syntactic and semantic
level.

As a consequence, along with the repair of the gender feature
(lexical syntax), nouns with semantic gender also undergo the repair or
reanalysis of lexical semantics. When the masculine noun bambin-o is
repaired into bambin-a, its semantic specification for biological sex is
also repaired (from boy to girl) in addition to its morphosyntactic
gender.

1.6. Experimental predictions

The current study focuses on article-noun gender disagreement
processing in Italian with a particular emphasis on the role of repair.
The novelty of this study is that we compared two groups of nouns
(with semantic and syntactic gender), which enabled us to isolate and
compare the role of morphology, lexical syntax, and lexical semantics in
gender disagreement processing.

In line with previous studies on agreement (e.g., Barber et al., 2004;
Barber & Carreiras, 2005; Gunter et al., 2000; Molinaro et al., 2008),
our first prediction is that article-noun gender disagreement will show
its morphosyntactic nature, which should be reflected in the elicitation
of the P600 component and possibly the LAN. Our reservation about the

Fig. 3. Repair mechanism for nouns with syntactic gender.
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LAN has two main reasons. Firstly, the LAN has been inconsistently
elicited in previous studies on (dis)agreement, for yet unclear reasons
(see Caffarra et al., 2019; Molinaro et al., 2014; Tanner & Van Hell,
2014). The second reason is related to the function of the LAN. The LAN
is believed to reflect an automatic morphosyntactic violation detection
(Friederici, 2002; Molinaro et al., 2014). In our study, if the LAN were
elicited, it should occur for nouns with syntactic gender, which contain
a straightforward morphosyntactic violation. Nouns with semantic
gender, however, contain both a morphosyntactic and a semantic vio-
lation. A gender mismatch between the article and the noun also vio-
lates the noun’s semantics, as the referent’s biological sex is determined
through morphological means in visual gender processing. According to
previous studies on semantic gender (Barber et al., 2004; Deutsch &
Bentin, 2001; Hammer et al., 2005; Molinaro et al., 2016; Osterhout
et al., 1997), if this violation is truly legible at the semantic level, it can
be expected to elicit the N400. This is another novelty of this study; no
other sentence processing ERP study has measured the effect of se-
mantic gender at the noun as the source of gender information. Once
the gender feature is transmitted onto the probe, its origin is most often
irrelevant for any further computation. Therefore, if the aim is to find
out whether semantics is activated and engaged during gender pro-
cessing, the effect should be measured at the noun.

However, it is equally plausible that nouns with semantic gender
also elicit the LAN. According to Friederici (2002), syntax and seman-
tics are seen as separate in their respective stages (represented by the
LAN and N400), and they can only start interacting at a later point
(P600). Therefore, all things being equal, gender disagreement causes a
violation that should be legible only at the syntactic level. An open
question, though, is whether such a violation can still be legible to the
semantic system in case of semantic gender.

Finally, we expect to be able to measure two effects in the P600
stage. Firstly, as mentioned above, an interface between syntax and
semantic is only allowed at a late processing stage (P600). If this is the
case, a semantic incongruity in nouns with semantic gender should not
be reflected in the N400 but in the P600, and in particular at the early
P600 stage, at which syntax and semantics interact. This interaction
leads to detect a violation at the semantic level, and consequently its
repair/reanalysis. Therefore, we expect the early P600 effect to be
larger in amplitude for nouns with semantic gender than for nouns with
syntactic gender. The second expectation regarding the P600 is that the
late stage, seen as reflecting repair and reanalysis processes, will also be
larger for nouns with semantic gender due to more complex repair.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

For this experiment, 25 native speakers of Italian (17 male, mean

age 23.4, range 19–33) were recruited. They all reported themselves as
right-handed, which was confirmed with the Edinburgh Handedness
Questionnaire (Oldfield, 1971). All participants had at least 13 years of
education, corresponding to finished high school. No participant re-
ported any history of neurological or psychiatric disease. They all had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

2.2. Materials

The experimental materials consisted of 160 sentences, half of
which contained nouns marked for semantic gender (semantic condi-
tion), and the other half nouns marked with syntactic gender (syntactic
condition). The frequency of the two noun types was matched (se-
mantic gender average LogF: 2.08, syntactic gender average LogF: 2.32;
t(38) = 1.33, p> 0.1). Each noun was used four times as: (1) singular
grammatical; (2) singular ungrammatical; (3) plural grammatical; (4)
plural ungrammatical. Half of the nouns were masculine, and half
feminine.

As a consequence of a balanced design (each noun used as singular
and plural, grammatical and ungrammatical), the participant would
have been exposed to the same noun 4 times. In order to minimise
repetition, experimental items were split between 2 lists, so that every
participant saw each noun only twice, once as singular and once as
plural. Also, the noun was used once in a grammatical and once in an
ungrammatical context.

Therefore, each subject was exposed to one list, that is, each subject
read 80 experimental and 80 filler sentences. Experimental items were
divided into 4 conditions of 20 sentences each: (1) semantic gender
grammatical; (2) semantic gender ungrammatical; (3) syntactic gender
grammatical; (4) syntactic gender ungrammatical. All nouns were
gender-transparent, meaning that all masculine nouns ended in either
-o (singular) or -i (plural) and feminine nouns ended in either in -a
(singular) or -e (plural). Each sentence started with a temporal adverb
(e.g., often, yesterday, rarely), followed by a definite article, which was
followed by a noun. The goal noun phrase was always in the subject
position. Depending on the gender and number of the noun, the article
took one of 4 forms: il masculine singular; i masculine plural; la femi-
nine singular; le feminine plural.3 The noun phrase was followed by the
verb, and by either an object or an adverb. Half of the experimental
sentences contained a morphosyntactic violation in the form of gender
disagreement between the article and the noun. For example, a mas-
culine singular noun, such as nonno ‘grandfather’, was preceded by the
feminine singular article la, resulting in an ungrammatical sentence.
Example sentences for each condition are given in (1) and (2).

Fig. 4. Repair mechanism for nouns with semantic gender.

3 An equal number of singular and plural nouns was used in each condition. A
post-hoc comparison between singular and plural nouns in each condition did
not result in any differences.
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Experimental stimuli.

(1) Semantic gender
Spesso il nonno fumava la pipa.
often theSG.M grandfatherSG.M smoked the pipe
‘The grandfather often smoked his pipe.’
*Spesso la nonno fumava la pipa.
often theSG.F grandfatherSG.M smoked the pipe
‘‘The grandfather often smoked his pipe.’
(2) Syntactic gender
Generalmente il treno parte in ritardo.
usually theSG.M trainSG.M leaves in late
‘The train usually leaves late.’
*Generalmente la treno parte in ritardo.
usually theSG.F trainSG.M leaves in late
‘The train usually leaves late.’

There were 80 fillers per list (3). Each filler item was presented once as
grammatical and once as ungrammatical. The ungrammatical sentence
lacked subject-verb agreement, having the predicate in infinitive.

(3) Filler items
Le scale lassú sono troppo ripide per me.
the stairs up there are too steep for me
‘The stairs up there are too steep for me.’
*Le scale lassú essere troppo ripide per me.
the stairs up there be too steep for me
*'The stairs up there be too steep for me.'

2.3. Procedure

Participants were seated at a comfortable distance from the screen
(app. 80 cm) while the EEG was being recorded. Their task was to read
the sentences carefully and answer the grammaticality judgment
question after every sentence. The presentation software used was E-
Prime 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.). Before the experiment
started, the experimenter explained the task in detail and provided a
few examples. Instructions were also presented on the screen, followed
by 5 practice sentences. Additional clarification was given, if requested,
before the experiment started.

Sentences were presented word-by-word, written in white on a
black background (Arial, 24pt). Each stimulus started with a fixation
cross (500 ms), followed by blank screen for 300 ms. Each word was
presented for 300 ms and was followed by a 300 ms break (black
screen). The last word always appeared with a full stop. After the last
word, the screen remained blank for 1 s, after which a question mark
appeared. The question mark was a cue for the participant to press the
appropriate key (“p” or “q”) depending on whether the sentence was
grammatical or not. The assignment of the keys to Yes and No responses
was counterbalanced across participants. There were 4 blocks, each
containing 40 sentences, with a break after each block. Recording took
20 min on average.

2.4. EEG Recording and Data processing

The continuous electroencephalogram was recorded from 64 Ag/
AgCl scalp electrodes (WaveGuard) using the ASA-Lab system (ANT
Neuro Inc, Enschede, The Netherlands). Additional bipolar electrodes
were used to record horizontal (HEOG; at the outer canthus of each eye)
and vertical (VEOG; above and below the left eye) eye movements.
Impedances were kept below 10 kΩ. Data were acquired at 512 Hz
sampling rate with the common average reference.

The offline processing was carried out in Brain Vision Analyzer
2.0.4 software (Brain Products, GmbH, Munich, Germany). Data were
down-sampled to 256 Hz before being re-referenced to the average of
the mastoids. Offline filtering was performed using a band-pass filter
(0.1–40 Hz), followed by automatic eye-blink correction. Data were
segmented into epochs starting 200 ms before the onset of the critical
word (the noun) and lasting until 1500 ms post-word onset. Only

correct trials were segmented. The (automatic) artifact rejection
(+/-100 µV threshold) was performed only on the section of each
epoch (−200–1000 ms) used in the statistical analysis. In total, 6.4% of
all trials were excluded from the analysis (semantic gender gramma-
tical: 8.2%, semantic gender ungrammatical: 6.8%, syntactic gender
grammatical: 5.4%, syntactic gender ungrammatical: 5.2%). There was
no difference in the number of retained epochs between conditions (F
(3, 72) = 1.37, p < .1). Data were corrected relative to the 200 ms
prestimulus baseline.

Finally, data were averaged per subject and per condition. No par-
ticipants were excluded due to excessive noise or artefacts, as they were
all above the threshold of 60% of averaged trials in all conditions.

2.5. Analysis

Averaged values (in µV) were extracted per participant, per condi-
tion, and per region of interest. Scalp electrodes were divided into 9
regions of interest, each containing either 5 or 6 electrodes (Fig. 2.1):
left anterior (F7, F5, F3, FC3, FC5), midline anterior (F1, Fz, F2, FC1,
FCz, FC2), right anterior (F4, F6, F8, FC4, FC6), left central (TP7, C5,
C3, CP5, CP3), midline central (C1, Cz, C2, CP1, CPz, CP2), right central
(C4, C6, CP4, CP6, TP8), left posterior (P7, P5, P3, PO7, PO5, O1),
midline posterior (P1, Pz, P2, PO3, POz, PO4), and right posterior (P4,
P6, P8, PO6, PO8, O2). The analysis was carried out in three in-
dependent time windows, from 300 to 450 ms (roughly corresponding
to the LAN and N400), followed by the 500–700 ms window (early
P600), and ending with the 700–900 ms window (late P600).

For the statistical analysis, which was carried out using IBM SPSS
(Version 23), repeated measures ANOVAs were used with the following
within subject factors: condition (2 levels: syntactic and semantic
gender), grammaticality (2 levels: grammatical and ungrammatical),
hemisphere (2 levels: left and right hemisphere), and anteriority (3
levels: anterior, central, and posterior). The significance level was set to
p < .05. For each time window, 2 global repeated measures ANOVAs
were performed; first for the lateral regions (all factors included), and
then for the midline regions (factor hemisphere excluded). Post-hoc
paired t-tests were carried out with those interactions that turned out at
least marginally significant (p < .1), and that included the factor
grammaticality. Pair-wise comparisons were corrected using the
Bonferroni correction. If the assumption of sphericity was violated, the
Greenhouse and Geisser (1959) correction was applied. Lastly, only
correctly judged trials were included in the analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Accuracy Data

Overall accuracy in the grammaticality judgment task was 97.1%.
Out of 25 participants, 6 achieved 100% accuracy; the number of errors
in the rest ranged from 1 to 6. No further analysis was performed due to
the very low number of errors and their equal distribution across con-
ditions.

3.2. ERP results

Visual inspection showed a left-lateralised anterior negativity and
posterior-central positivity (semantic gender: Fig. 5; syntactic gender:
Fig. 6). The negativity had the same distribution in both conditions,
encompassing the left anterior region but also spreading into the left
central region. In accordance with most previous reading studies on
agreement, negativity started approximately 300 ms post-stimulus
onset, and lasted until 450 ms. It was immediately followed by a po-
sitive effect lasting from 500 ms until almost 1200 ms in both condi-
tions. Visually, the positive effect appeared to be of greater amplitude
and with a somewhat wider distribution in the semantic gender con-
dition. There seemed to be no difference in amplitude, time-window or
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distribution of the negative effect between the two conditions.
In the first time window (300–450 ms), the overall lateral ANOVA

showed an interaction between grammaticality and hemisphere (F(1,
24) = 14.74, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.038), as well as a three-way

interaction between grammaticality, hemisphere, and anteriority (F(2,
48) = 4.29, p < .05, ηp2= 0.15). The follow-up tests of the three-way
interaction revealed that ungrammatical sentences elicited a more ne-
gative waveform than grammatical sentences in the left anterior region

Fig. 5. Grand average ERPs for the semantic gender condition across all 9 ROIs: the black line represents correct sentences and the red line represents sentences with
gender mismatch. The topographic maps represent a difference between ungrammatical and grammatical sentences.
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only (t(24) = 2.37, p < .05). No significant effect was observed in the
midline analysis.

The main effect of grammaticality was significant in the lateral
analysis of the 500–700 ms time window (F(1, 24) = 20.59, p < .001,

ηp2 = 0.46), with ungrammatical sentences eliciting a more positive
waveform. The effect also interacted with anteriority (F(2, 48) = 11.94,
p < .01, ηp2= 0.33), as well as anteriority, hemisphere, and condition
in a four-way interaction (F(2, 48) = 5.344, p < .05). The follow-up

Fig. 6. Grand average ERPs for the syntactic gender condition across all 9 ROIs: the black line represents correct sentences and the red line represents sentences with
gender mismatch. The topographic maps represent a difference between ungrammatical and grammatical sentences.
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on the four-way interaction revealed that the positive effect was present
or trending in the following regions: left central (semantic gender/SEM:
t(24) = −3.79, p < .01, syntactic gender/SYN: t(24) = −3.07,
p < .05); left posterior (SEM: t(24) = −5.60, p < .001, SYN: t
(24) = −3.92, p < .01); right anterior (only SEM: t(24) = −2.51,
p < .1); right central (SEM: t(24) = −5.04, p < .001, SYN: t
(24) = −2.394, p < .1); right posterior (SEM: t(24) = −6.08,
p < .001, SYN: t(24) = −2.94, p < .05). Also, no statistically sig-
nificant difference between grammatical sentences in the two condi-
tions was observed (all p’s > 0.1). However, ungrammatical sentences
did elicit a significantly more positive effect in the semantic gender
condition than in the syntactic gender condition in the following re-
gions: left central (t(24) = 3.18, p < .05); left posterior (t(24) = 3.27,
p < .05); right central (t(24) = 3.82, p < .01); right posterior (t
(24) = 3.47, p < .01).

The midline analysis showed an effect of grammaticality (F(1,
24) = 31.69, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.57), which also interacted with
anteriority (F(2, 46) = 13.73, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.36). Unlike in the
lateral analysis, ungrammatical sentences yielded a more positive wa-
veform in all three regions across the anterior-posterior axis (anterior: t
(24) = −3.09, p < .01; central: t(24) = 5.57, p < .001; posterior: t
(24) = −6.62, p < .001).

In the last time window (700–900 ms), ungrammatical sentences
continued to elicit a more positive waveform, which was confirmed by a
main effect of grammaticality (F(1, 24) = 16.24, p < .001, ηp2= 0.4).
In addition, grammaticality interacted with the topographic factors of
anteriority (F (2, 48) = 103.88, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.81) and hemisphere
(F(1, 24) = 7.92, p < .01, ηp2= 0.25), as well as with both of them (F
(2, 48) = 18.17, p < .001, ηp2= 0.43). Finally, a non-significant trend
was observed in the three-way interaction between condition, gram-
maticality, and anteriority (F (2, 48) = 2.9, p < .1, ηp2 = 0.11). The
follow-up tests on the latter interaction revealed that the positive effect
was confined to the central (t(24) = −4.92, p < .001) and posterior
region (t(24) = −8.6, p < .001) in the semantic gender condition. In
the syntactic gender condition, however, the effect was reliably present
in the posterior region only (t(24) = −5.38, p < .001), while falling
short of significance in the central region (t(24) =−2.7, p < .1). As in
the previous time window, there was no difference between gramma-
tical sentences in the two conditions. Also, ungrammatical sentences
again elicited a more positive effect in the semantic gender condition
than in the syntactic gender condition (central region: t(24) = 3.64,
p < .01; posterior region: t(24) = 3.47, p < .01).

In line with the lateral results, the midline analysis yielded an
overall effect of grammaticality (F(1, 24) = 22.19, p < .001,
ηp2 = 0.48), as well as an interaction between grammaticality and
anteriority (F(2, 48) = 92.17, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.79). Further testing
proved that the positivity was present in the central (t(24) = −5.18,
p < .001) and posterior midline region (t(24) = −8.19, p < .001).

3.3. Summary of ERP results

In both conditions, ungrammatical sentences elicited a left-later-
alised anterior negativity in the 300–450 ms time window. The effect
corresponds to the left anterior negativity component (LAN). The LAN
was followed by a broadly distributed positivity (P600) in the sub-
sequent time window of 500–700 ms, which was also elicited by un-
grammatical sentences. The positive effect was most reliably present in
the left central region and posterior lateral regions, as well as in all
midline regions. Its distribution was slightly broader in the semantic
gender condition. Also, the positive effect elicited by ungrammatical
sentences in the semantic gender condition was significantly larger
(larger amplitude) in all lateral regions compared to the positivity eli-
cited by ungrammatical sentences in the syntactic gender condition.
The P600 effect persisted into the last time window (700–900 ms).
Again, the effect had a broader distribution (and larger amplitude) in
the semantic gender condition than in the syntactic gender condition.

Finally, no difference was found between the waveforms elicited by
grammatical sentences in the two conditions.

4. Discussion

We compared the processing of article-noun gender disagreement in
Italian nouns with syntactic and Italian nouns with semantic gender.
Our findings indicate that the same mechanism underlies gender (dis)
agreement processing in both nouns with syntactic and nouns with
semantic gender, as evidenced by the presence of the LAN and P600 in
both conditions. As the experimental manipulation in nouns with syn-
tactic gender is clearly morphosyntactic, and we obtained the same
results for both syntactic and semantic gender (LAN and P600), we can
conclude that gender (dis)agreement in semantic gender is also pro-
cessed at the morphosyntactic level. The difference in the amplitude of
the P600 between the two conditions indicates that integration and
repair processes can be influenced both by syntax and by semantics.

4.1. LAN

The left-anterior negativity is understood to represent an automatic
(morphosyntactic) violation detection (Friederici, 2002; Molinaro et al.,
2014). In the current experiment, the LAN was expected for nouns with
syntactic gender, as they contain a straightforward morphosyntactic
violation in the form of gender disagreement between the article and
the noun. The gender on the noun is marked both morphologically and
lexically (lemma), and is in mismatch with the gender retrieved from
the preceding article. The situation is more complicated for nouns with
semantic gender. Since their lemma is underspecified for gender, the
gender value has to be determined via the gender morpheme. In other
words, the noun’s gender value and lexical semantics are fully specified
inflectionally, via either the probe’s gender value or the noun’s mor-
pheme. When there is a mismatch between the two, in addition to a
morphosyntactic violation, the noun’s semantics remains under-
specified. The reason for this is that in our experimental nouns with
semantic gender the stem is shared between the male–female pair (e.g.,
the stem bambin- denotes a child and the appropriate suffix indicates
whether it is a boy or a girl). Thus, if the probe indicates masculine
gender and the noun’s morpheme is feminine, there is a mismatch at the
semantic level regarding whether the noun’s semantics is that of a fe-
male or male member of the pair. For this reason, a plausible ex-
pectation was that violations in nouns with semantic gender would be
perceived as semantic and elicit the N400 instead of the LAN.

The experimental manipulation in this study elicited the LAN in the
LAN/N400 time window, peaking at approximately 350 ms, and con-
fined to the left lateral and left central regions. Its spatial, as well as its
temporal distribution, is in line with previous studies reporting the LAN
(Friederici, 2002; Molinaro et al., 2014). More importantly, the effect
was identical in both the syntactic and the semantic gender conditions.
Since the LAN is assumed to represent an automatic violation detection
process, it seems that the gender violation is recognised/processed in
the same manner for both types of nouns. The parser retrieves the
gender information in the same way for both nouns with syntactic and
semantic gender.

The presence of the LAN, instead of the N400, in nouns with se-
mantic gender is not completely unexpected. Firstly, nouns with se-
mantic gender do contain a clear morphosyntactic violation. It is just
that in addition to this violation, there is a mismatch in semantics, at
the level of the referent’s real-world biological sex. Since this in-
formation has to be first retrieved via morphological processes (probe’s
value and noun’s gender morpheme), it is plausible that in this case the
morphosyntactic violation is more prominent. Secondly, the noun’s
semantics is not violated in the prototypical way that would include
semantic incongruity of the noun with the preceding context. Rather,
the mismatch is with a functional unit (article/gender morpheme),
which means the violation is at the interface of semantics and
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morphosyntax. It is possible that such a violation is legible only at the
morphosyntactic level. Consequently, the system does not recognise a
semantic gender violation as an outright semantic violation, which was
also suggested by Barber et al. (2004).

Moreover, semantics may be bypassed at this processing stage,
perhaps because it does not yet interact with syntax (Friederici, 2002).
Be this as it may, our stronger hypothesis was that the semantics would
be affected by gender disagreement, but at the level of integration and
repair rather than at the detection level. We expected that the effect
would be obvious already at the early P600 stage, which is believed to
reflect integration processes in which syntax and semantics are allowed
to interact.

Finally, Caffarra et al. (2015) and Caffarra and Barber (2015)
looked into the role of morphological gender transparency in article-
number (dis)agreement in Italian and Spanish, respectively, by com-
paring gender transparent and gender opaque nouns. For the dis-
agreement comparison, they reported both the LAN and P600. The LAN
was not modulated by the type of gender cue, that is, the LAN effect was
the same regardless of whether the gender feature was retrieved from
the form (noun suffix) or the lemma. Our finding is in line with the
findings reported by Caffarra and Barber (2015) and Caffarra et al.
(2015), as we also manipulated gender retrieval from different gender
cues (morphology, lexical syntax/lemma, and lexical semantics)
without any difference in the LAN effect. This finding contributes fur-
ther to the idea that the LAN may not be sensitive enough to discern
different operations applied by the parser to retrieve the gender value
(e.g., accessing the gender feature from morphological decomposition
vs. deducing the gender feature from lexical semantics). The LAN seems
to be only sensitive to the detection of a morphosyntactic anomaly, in
this case gender disagreement, without reflecting the exact mechanism
of the creation of that anomaly.

4.2. P600

The results show a positive deflection with mainly posterior-central
distribution, corresponding to the P600 (e.g., Friederici, 1995, 2002;
Friederici & Jacobsen, 1999; Friederici & Meyer, 2004; Kaan, Harris,
Gibson, & Holcomb, 2000; Molinaro, Barber, & Carreiras, 2011). On
visual inspection, the effect had a somewhat broader distribution in the
earlier time window. The processing of (dis)agreement is generally
understood to be a morphosyntactic process, which the P600 is sensi-
tive to. In the current study, the P600 effect was of significantly greater
amplitude in nouns with semantic gender than in nouns with syntactic
gender. We interpret increased effect size in the early time window as
indicative of syntax-semantics interaction in nouns with semantic
gender. Since the semantic violation was caused by syntax, the N400
could not be elicited. Still, the violation was registered at a later stage
once syntactic and semantic information was integrated.

The last expectation addressed the issue of the differences in the
repair process between nouns with syntactic and semantic gender. The
late stage of the P600 is assumed to reflect reanalysis and repair pro-
cesses (Friederici, 1995, 2002; Friederici & Jacobsen, 1999; Friederici &
Meyer, 2004; Kaan, Harris, Gibson, & Holcomb, 2000; Molinaro,
Barber, & Carreiras, 2011; Popov & Bastiaanse, 2018), whose purpose is
to enable the computation to continue unhindered, despite an illegal
entry in the form of a syntactic violation (Molinaro et al., 2008). We
proposed that the article-noun disagreement in nouns with syntactic
gender contains a single repair option, whereas violations in nouns with
semantic gender can be repaired in two ways. Therefore, we expected to
find differences in the P600 effect between nouns with semantic and
syntactic gender.

In the current study, the late P600 effect was larger for nouns with
semantic gender than for nouns with syntactic gender. According to
Otten and Rugg (2005), if an effect’s distribution is the same for two
conditions, the underlying cognitive processes are likely to be identical.
By contrast, a larger amplitude in one condition signals a heavier

processing load. This assumption aligns neatly with our hypothesis that
nouns with semantic gender are more complex to repair. In case of a
simple article-noun gender mismatch (e.g., laF trenoM ‘the train’), the
parser can only repair the article (laF trenoM > ilM trenoM). If the dis-
agreeing noun is marked for semantic gender as well as a gender
transparent suffix (-o for masculine, -a for feminine), the parser has an
extra repair option. In addition to repairing the article (laF bam-
binoM > ilM bambinoM ‘the boy’), it can also repair the noun (laF
bambinoM ‘the boy’> laF bambinaF ‘the girl’). By doing this, the parser
tackles two different linguistics levels: it alters the noun’s gender fea-
ture stored at the lemma level (syntax), but also the referent’s biological
sex (semantics).

5. Conclusion

In the current study, we addressed several theoretically relevant
issues. Firstly, we confirmed that semantic violations caused by syntax
are not recognised as typical semantic violations, as demonstrated by
the presence of the LAN instead of the N400. However, the interaction
between the two processing levels is possible at the (early) stage of the
P600. Secondly, we showed that an increase in repair complexity leads
to an increase of the P600 amplitude in the late time window. In ad-
dition to adding to the existing knowledge of the processing stages, this
study also addresses the question of semantic gender processing in (dis)
agreement studies by measuring the effect on the source of gender in-
formation - the noun. We showed that there is indeed a semantic
component in processing nouns with semantic gender. However, se-
mantic processing is reflected by the P600 rather than the N400, as
commonly expected in the literature.

6. Statement of significance

The current study focuses on the relationship between specific
language operations during (dis)agreement processing and their re-
flection in ERP components. This is done for the first time by comparing
gender violations on nouns with syntactic and nouns with semantic
gender. The results show that violations at the syntax-semantic inter-
face (in the semantic gender condition) are reflected in a larger P600
component than purely syntactic violations (in the syntactic gender
condition). This suggests that violations at the syntactic-semantic in-
terface are costlier to process and repair than solely syntactic violations.
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